As you see God has been moving and answering prayers and meeting needs. Here is an update
of the list of needs we will be needing for initial costs to set up a mission flight base in Benjamin
Constant on the borders of Peru, Columbia and Brazil. We are still working towards moving end
of November. We just wanted you to know what God has already provided and thank you for
all your prayers! There are just a few things left on this list. We also need to share with pastors
in Manaus from various churches to see if they are willing to make a commitment to support
the flight ministry monthly for 1 1/2 years phasing out when we are more on our feet. God is
confirming once again that He is over this project through His provision and people. Thank you
for allowing God to use you to bless us so abundantly!
In His service, Wilson and Lori

Needs for the Project in Benjamin Constante.
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Expenses for the move by barge
Purchase of Avgas for transporting the plane
15 barrels for Avgas (empty drums)
Purchase of 3.000 liters of Avgas for initial stock
Air Compressor
Battery Charger
Compressor gauge to test the engine
Specific Aviation Tools Wilson does not have
SPOT – Satellite tracking system (Very Important)
Winch for taking the airplane out of the water
Minimum in stock part’s:
a- Engine starter 24v
b- Engine starter 12v
c- Magneedow
d- Alternator
e- Timers and Condensors
f- Nuts and bolts
g- Altimeter encoder
h- 1 set spark plugs
i- 1 set spark plugs (reserve)
j- Stainless steel terminals for cables
k- Lubrificants (grease/oils)
Renovation of the hangar
Purchase of a motorcycle
Vacuum pump
C206 Proppeler revision

$ 3.000,00 OK
$ 1.000,00 OK
$ 600,00 OK
$ 7.500,00-3.210,00=3.790,00
$ 500,00*
$ 150,00*OK
$
80,00 OK
$ 260,00*OK
$ 140,00 OK
$ 830,00*
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.000,00 OK
1.000,00 OK
900,00*
900,00 OK
150,00 OK
150,00*OK
230,00 OK
280,00 OK
280,00* OK
350,00* OK
100,00 OK
2.000,00
2.200,00 OK
450,00*
2.500,00 OK

Donations can be sent to: (Please specify that your gift is for Wilson’s outgoing fund.)
Operationamazon.org or

Operation Amazon
P.O. Box 303
Morton, IL 61550

Operation Amazon is a 501 C3, not-for-profit corporation as approved by the IRS.
Operation Amazon is registered as a not-for-profit Corporation in the State of Illinois and is based in
Central Illinois.

